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ARTICLE: Introduction, by Peter Gizzi

After Jack Spicer's untimely death at the age of forty in 1965, the contents of his
apartment were packed into boxes. Spicer's close friend and fellow poet Robin Blaser
stored these effects along with his own archive until he donated them to the University
of California at Berkeley's Bancroft Library in 2004. These boxes became, in effect, a
time capsule, containing Spicer's prescriptions, paperback books, unopened mail,
student papers, a calling card, artwork, and other miscellany along with notebooks and
manuscript pages.

The poems and prose gathered here are collected from this archive and are all
previously unpublished. They will appear in My Vocabulary Did This to Me: The
Collected Poetry of Jack Spicer, forthcoming from Wesleyan University Press this fall.

"'Any fool can get into an ocean . . . '" was written circa 1946 during Spicer's
undergraduate days at UC Berkeley; it spoofs on Robert Frost's edict that "any fool can
get into a poem, but it takes a poet to get out of one."

A self-proclaimed anarchist, Spicer found his academic career stalled after he refused
to sign the Loyalty Oath of 1950, a provision of the Sloan-Levering Act that required all
California state employees (even graduate teaching assistants at Berkeley) to swear
loyalty to the US. As a result, Spicer left Berkeley to continue his graduate work at the
University of Minnesota in 1950-52. Spicer's petition against the oath was found,
handwritten, in one of his Berkeley notebooks. He was twenty-four at the time.

"A Second Train Song for Gary" and the attending "[Letter to Gary Bottone]" were
written while Spicer was living in Minneapolis. Bottone was a young man Spicer met at
a Berkeley party in the summer of 1951. Temporarily home among friends, Spicer fell
in love with him quickly, and once he returned to Minnesota Bottone's absence made
the heart grow fonder. "Younger, less bohemian, less literary and less 'experienced'
than any of Jack's Berkeley friends" (as he described himself in a 1984 letter to Lew
Ellingham quoted in Poet Be Like God), Bottone elicited a number of tender love poems
and letters from Spicer, but the relationship petered out when they were both living in
the same place. The letter references another sort of loyalty oath, one to which Spicer
ultimately gave his life.

"'Imagine Lucifer . . . '" was written in Boston in 1956 when Spicer was working for a
time at the Rare Book Room of the Boston Public Library. It was found in the third of five
notebooks Spicer used while writing his proto-serial work "The Unvert Manifesto and
Other Papers Found in the Rare Book Room of the Boston Public Library in the
Handwriting of Oliver Charming. By S."

The final two pieces were written in San Francisco: "A Poem For Dada Day At The Place
April 1, 1958" and five poems from the longer serial work Helen: A Revision. This latter
work was found in a notebook and was written around the time of the inception of his
book Heads of the Town Up to the Aether. Spicer's Helen poem, raw and energetic, was
written as his friend Robert Duncan was working on what we now call his "H.D. Book,"
for which he solicited Spicer's input. Spicer's "Revision" might be imagined equally as a
tribute to Duncan's and H.D.'s work on Helen and as a riposte or correction to their
romantic visions.

This is not Spicer's first encounter with Poetry. He tried to place his first sustained
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attempt at a longer series early on, sending Poetry editor Henry Rago his first four
"Imaginary Elegies" in 1957. The poems were rejected, though they later gained
national recognition—praised by Marianne Moore, no less—in Donald Allen's influential
1960 anthology The New American Poetry. At the end of his life, as
conceptually-oriented as ever, Spicer hit upon the idea of sending out new work to a
comically wide variety of US magazines, including a few (St. Louis Sporting News,
Ramparts, Downbeat) not previously known for their commitment to poetry. Again
Rago took a pass, this time on Spicer's "Six Poems for Poetry Chicago," which would
appear in Spicer's posthumously published Book of Magazine Verse (1966). In the
forty-plus years since Spicer's death, his influence and reputation have grown steadily,
and it is our pleasure to introduce these "new" poems to the readers of Poetry.

Peter Gizzi & Kevin Killian
Originally Published: July 1, 2008.
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It Was Raining In Delft, by Peter Gizzi

A cornerstone. Marble pilings. Curbstones and brick.
I saw rooftops. The sun after a rain shower.
Liz, there are children in clumsy jackets. Cobblestones
and the sun now in a curbside pool.
I will call in an hour where you are sleeping. I’ve been walking
for 7 hrs on yr name day.
Dead, I am calling you now.
There are colonnades. Yellow wrappers in the square.
Just what you’d suspect: a market with flowers and matrons,
handbags.
Beauty walks this world. It ages everything.
I am far and I am an animal and I am just another I-am poem,
a we-see poem, a they-love poem.
The green. All the different windows.
There is so much stone here. And grass. So beautiful each
translucent electric blade.
And the noise. Cheers folding into traffic. These things.
Things that have been already said many times:
leaf, zipper, sparrow, lintel, scarf, window shade.
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Lines Depicting Simple Happiness, by Peter Gizzi

The shine on her buckle took precedence in sun
Her shine, I should say, could take me anywhere
It feels right to be up this close in tight wind
It feels right to notice all the shiny things about you
About you there is nothing I wouldn’t want to know
With you nothing is simple yet nothing is simpler
About you many good things come into relation
I think of proofs and grammar, vowel sounds, like
A is for knee socks, E for panties
I is for buttondown, O the blouse you wear
U is for hair clip, and Y your tight skirt
The music picks up again, I am the man I hope to be
The bright air hangs freely near your newly cut hair
It is so easy now to see gravity at work in your face
Easy to understand time, that dark process
To accept it as a beautiful process, your face
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Apocrypha, by Peter Gizzi

Wisdom is a kindly spirit but does it love me? And righteousness? There’s nothing in it.

1. To poetry I leave my senses, my deregulation, custodial duties, and to be a
janitor is a great consolation.

2. It gave me my mother back through all her years.
3. To love these children, so full of neurons and consciousness. What joy to clean

up and put a shine on their mess.
4. To my mother I leave my veil, my wing, the window and time. I, artifact. In this

age the hand is a voice.
5. I leave the voice, the wonder, the mirror, and my lens, bent and beholden to the

worm, leaf-work in wrought iron, eerie illuminations and deep-sea vision.
6. I’ve seen the Eurostar, the drunken boat, and Davy Jones’ Locker. I’ve seen

Spanish galleons and the H.S. Mauberley covered in brine.
7. There is this line from cloud dander to the solo bulb of mourning, a string

through common prayer.
8. I like it when the gray-green shadows suddenly dayglo over the rushes. The

wind in my head.
9. To write is an equal and opposite reaction my comrade, communard, my

friendo.
10. What is it finally thinking what in winter’s dusty alcove, the body tocks. The day

was cloudy. The light muddy, dreary when they took it down.
11. To Times Roman I give my stammer, my sullenness, my new world violence,

form and all that, forms, and all that paper, gusts. Little buttress.
12. I send love and weapons to everyone possessed with night visions.
13. When those green lights flash and blink, is that it? When the “it” continues

strangely for a bit, then falls into a line, is it over?
14. I quantified daily the wonder in the grain.
15. I found I was over and singular yet many, the many and the singular, the many

and the evolutionary, the many in the grain. Many more.
16. Who in hell am I writing for?
17. This vision is silly, teenage, and mine, a spot on the negative, a hole in

composition. I quantify, I loaf, I wonder, I find, I rev.
18. Here the days’ mud, night is a satellite, and anger, my cleft, my birthmark and

star.
19. Anger might be a better way to say “I love you,” truer than “how are you in

space”? Are you cold, can I get you a blanket?
20. To the polestar I leave my alien regalia, my off-world headdress. I leave

acoustic forms in time, blooming, sudsy, inconsolable.
21. If you are unsatisfied, then welcome.
22. Here there are people working every corner of every inch of grass. The

meticulously arranged outside reminds me of ocean and feels old.
23. In space the letterforms “I love” oscillate in waves.
24. I lose myself in waves speaking the half of me that forgot to say “goodbye” when

I meant to say “how come.”
25. Memory continues to bloom. More songs about death and dying, songs of

inexperience.
26. More songs about being and loss, being in loss, more songs about seeing and

feeling.
27. If you are critical, all the better to see and to miss it, to misunderstand, to fail at

empathy and love, to not understand love and to love, to be diseverything and
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to love, whatever.
28. To mercy I leave whatever.
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Bardo, by Peter Gizzi

I’ve spent my life
in a lone mechanical whine,

this combustion far off.

How fathomless to be
embedded in glacial ice,

what piece of self hiding there.

I am not sure about meaning
but understand the wave.

No more Novalis out loud.

No Juan de la Cruz singing
“I do not die to die.”

No solstice, midhaven, midi, nor twilight.

No isn’t it amazing, no
none of that.

To crow, to crown, to cry, to crumble.

The trees the air warms into
a bright something

a bluish nothing into

clicks and pops
bursts and percussive runs.

I come with my asymmetries,
my untutored imagination.

Heathenish,

my homespun vision
sponsored by the winter sky.

Then someone said nether,
someone whirr.

And if I say the words
will you know them?

Is there world?
Are they still calling it that?
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A Panic That Can Still Come Upon Me, by Peter Gizzi

If today and today I am calling aloud

If I break into pieces of glitter on asphalt
bits of sun, the din

if tires whine on wet pavement
everything humming

If we find we are still in motion
and have arrived in Zeno’s thought, like

if sunshine hits marble and the sea lights up
we might know we were loved, are loved
if flames and harvest, the enchanted plain

If our wishes are met with dirt
and thyme, thistle, oil,
heirloom, and basil

or the end result is worry, chaos
and if “I should know better”

If our loves are anointed with missiles
Apache fire, Tomahawks
did we follow the tablets the pilgrims suggested

If we ask that every song touch its origin
just once and the years engulfed

If problems of identity confound sages,
derelict philosophers, administrators
who can say I am found

if this time you, all of it, this time now

If nothing save Saturdays at the metro and
if rain falls sidelong in the platz
doorways, onto mansard roofs

If enumerations of the fall
and if falling, cities rocked
with gas fires at dawn

Can you rescind the ghost’s double nakedness
hungry and waning

if children, soldiers, children
taken down in schools

if burning fuel
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Who can’t say they have seen this
and can we sing this

if in the auroras’ reflecting the sea,
gauze touching the breast

Too bad for you, beautiful singer
unadorned by laurel
child of thunder and scapegoat alike

If the crowd in the mind becoming
crowded in street and villages, and trains
run next to the freeway

If exit is merely a sign

Peter Gizzi, “A Panic That Can Still Come Upon Me,” in The Outernationale © 2007 by
Peter Gizzi and reprinted by permission of Wesleyan University Press.
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True Discourse on Power, by Peter Gizzi

When I say the ghost has begun
you understand what is being said.
That time is not how we keep it

or measure
first there was then wasn’t . . .
It twitters and swerves like

the evening news.
Now outside is 3D. Inside non-

representational space.
Every law has an outside

and inside
I have witnessed cruelty
break and gulp and sweat then

punch out a smile.
To be awake. This talking in space.
To be absorbed in the ongoing.
Belief’s a shadow to be looked into

and into
until relief is gone. The dark
triangle settled in the midst of

traffic is on us.
Time comes in adverbial bursts,
a glass of beer, a smoke . . .
The evening air refreshes, startles,
and the questions grow deeper like

shadows across storefronts.
A forsythia ticking against

the dirty pane.
This was time. Up. Down. Up.
And you were a part of it.
If I say it can you feel it now?
Imagine. Lightning strikes. Rain

falls and drives.
Clouds pass. Night clarified. Stars.
In silent pictures the tree falls

in the optic nerve.
The sound is chemistry.
There’s no getting to it or if

getting to it
feels like the actual sound

is that silence?
Alone here with my shadows

drawn . . .
So what’s this about?
A horse and a castle, a tree

and its leaving?
What’s this about in solitary

splendor?
The undertow and its threshold,
a door and the opening sky?
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Or because a play of reflection
lit up my bumper

and caught my eyes
I saw the shadow of a falcon.
Because a sound a poor man

uttered
reached my ear I fell into song.
If the syntax of loyalty is not tragic

then what is the wager?
If there were time, would it be ours?
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Bolshevescent, by Peter Gizzi

You stand far from the crowd, adjacent to power.
You consider the edge as well as the frame.
You consider beauty, depth of field, lighting
to understand the field, the crowd.
Late into the day, the atmosphere explodes
and revolution, well, revolution is everything.
You begin to see for the first time
everything is just like the last thing
only its opposite and only for a moment.
When a revolution completes its orbit
the objects return only different
for having stayed the same throughout.
To continue is not what you imagined.
But what you imagined was to change
and so you have and so has the crowd.
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Hypostasis & New Year, by Peter Gizzi

For why am I afraid to sing
the fundamental shape of awe
should I now begin to sing the silvered back of

the winter willow spear
the sparkling agate blue
would this blade and this sky free me to speak

intransitive lack –

the vowels themselves free

Of what am I afraid
of what lies in back of me of day
these stars scattered as far as the I
what world and wherefore
will it shake free
why now in the mind of an afternoon is a daisy

for a while
flagrant and alive

Then what of night
of hours’ unpredicated bad luck and the rot

it clings to
fathomless on the far side in winter dark

Hey shadow world when a thing comes back
comes back unseen but felt and no longer itself

what then
what silver world mirrors tarnished lenses
what fortune what fate
and the forms not themselves but only itself the sky
by water and wind shaken
I am born in silvered dark

Of what am I to see these things between myself
and nothing

between the curtain and the stain
between the hypostatic scenes of breathing
and becoming the thing I see
are they not the same

Things don’t look good on the street today
beside a tower in a rusting lot
one is a condition the other mystery
even this afternoon light so kind and nourishing
a towering absence vibrating air

Shake and I see pots from old shake
and I see cities anew

I see robes shake I see desert
I see the farthing in us all the ghost of day
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the day inside night as tones decay
and border air

it is the old songs and the present wind I sing
and say I love the unknown sound in a word

Mother where from did you leave me on the sleeve
of a dying word

of impish laughter in the midst my joy
I compel and confess open form
my cracked hinged picture doubled

I can’t remember now if I made a pact with the devil
when I was young

when I was high
on a sidewalk I hear “buy a sweatshirt?” and think
buy a shirt from the sweat of children

hell
I’m just taking a walk in the sun in a poem

and this sound
caught in the most recent coup

Peter Gizzi, “Hypostasis & New Year” from Threshold Songs. Copyright © 2011 by Peter
Gizzi. Reprinted by permission of Wesleyan University Press.

Source: Threshold Songs (Wesleyan University Press, 2011)
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Vincent, Homesick for the Land of Pictures, by Peter Gizzi

Is this what you intended, Vincent
that we take our rest at the end of the grove
nestled into our portion beneath the bird’s migration
saying, who and how am I made better through struggle.
Or why am I I inside this empty arboretum
this inward spiral of whoop ass and vision
the leafy vine twisting and choking the tree.
O, dear heaven, if you are indeed that
or if you can indeed hear what I might say
heal me and grant me laughter’s bounty
of eyes and smiles, of eyes and affection.

To not be naive and think of silly answers only
not to imagine answers would be the only destination
nor is questioning color even useful now
now that the white ray in the distant tree beacons.
That the sun can do this to us, every one of us
that the sun can do this to everything inside
the broken light refracted through leaves.
What the ancients called peace, no clearer example
what our fathers called the good, what better celebration.
Leaves shine in the body and in the head alike
the sun touches deeper than thought.

O to be useful, of use, to the actual seen thing
to be in some way related by one’s actions in the world.
There might be nothing greater than this
nothing truer to the good feelings that vibrate within
like in the middle of the flower I call your name.
To correspond, to be in equanimity with organic stuff
to toil and to reflect and to home and to paint
father, and further, the migration of things.
The homing action of geese and wood mice.
The ample evidence of the sun inside all life
inside all life seen and felt and all the atomic pieces too.

But felt things exist in shadow, let us reflect.
The darkness bears a shine as yet unpunished by clarity
but perhaps a depth that outshines clarity and is true.
The dark is close to doubt and therefore close to the sun
at least what the old books called science or bowed down to.
The dark is not evil for it has indigo and cobalt inside
and let us never forget indigo and the warmth of that
the warmth of the mind reflected in a dark time
in the time of pictures and refracted light.
Ah, the sun is here too in the polar region of night
the animal proximity of another and of nigh.

To step into it as into a large surf in late August
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to go out underneath it all above and sparkling.
To wonder and to dream and to look up at it
wondrous and strange companion to all our days
and the toil and worry and animal fear always with us.
The night sky, the deep sense of space, actual bodies of light
the gemstone brushstrokes in rays and shimmers
to be held tight, wound tighter in the act of seeing.
The sheer vertical act of feeling caught up in it
the sky, the moon, the many heavenly forms
these starry nights alone and connected alive at the edge.

Now to think of the silver and the almost blue in pewter.
To feel these hues down deep, feel color wax and wane
and yellow, yellows are the tonality of work and bread.
The deep abiding sun touching down and making its impression
making so much more of itself here than where it signals
the great burning orb installed at the center of each and every thing.
Isn’t it comforting this notion of each and every thing
though nothing might be the final and actual expression of it
that nothing at the center of something alive and burning
green then mint, blue then shale, gray and gray into violet
into luminous dusk into dust then scattered now gone.

But what is the use now of this narrow ray, this door ajar
the narrow path canopied in dense wood calling
what of the striated purposelessness in lapidary shading and line.
To move on, to push forward, to take the next step, to die.
The circles grow large and ripple in the hatch-marked forever
the circle on the horizon rolling over and over into paint
into the not near, the now far, the distant long-off line of daylight.
That light was my enemy and one great source of agony
one great solace in paint and brotherhood the sky and grass.
The fragrant hills spoke in flowering tones I could hear
the gnarled cut stumps tearing the sky, eating the sun.

The gnarled cut stumps tearing the sky, eating the sun
the fragrant hills spoke in flowering tones I could hear
one great solace in paint and brotherhood the sky and grass.
That light was my enemy and one great source of agony
into the not near, the now far, the distant long-off line of daylight
the circle on the horizon rolling over and over into paint.
The circles grow large and ripple in the hatch-marked forever.
To move on, to push forward, to take the next step, to die.
What of the striated purposelessness in lapidary shading and line
the narrow path canopied in dense wood calling
but what is the use now of this narrow ray, this door ajar.

Into luminous dusk into dust then scattered now gone
green then mint, blue then shale, gray and gray into violet
that nothing at the center of something alive and burning
though nothing might be the final and actual expression of it.
Isn’t it comforting this notion of each and every thing
the great burning orb installed at the center of each and every thing
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making so much more of itself here than where it signals.
The deep abiding sun touching down and making its impression
and yellow, yellows are the tonality of work and bread.
To feel these hues down deep, feel color wax and wane
now to think of the silver and the almost blue in pewter.

These starry nights alone and connected alive at the edge
the sky, the moon, the many heavenly forms
the sheer vertical act of feeling caught up in it.
To be held tight, wound tighter in the act of seeing
the gemstone brushstrokes in rays and shimmers.
The night sky, the deep sense of space, actual bodies of light
and the toil and worry and animal fear always with us
wondrous and strange companion to all our days.
To wonder and to dream and to look up at it
to go out underneath it all above and sparkling
to step into it as into a large surf in late August.

The animal proximity of another and of nigh.
Ah, the sun is here too in the polar region of night
in the time of pictures and refracted light
the warmth of the mind reflected in a dark time
and let us never forget indigo and the warmth of that.
The dark is not evil for it has indigo and cobalt inside
at least what the old books called science or bowed down to.
The dark is close to doubt and therefore close to the sun
but perhaps a depth that outshines clarity and is true.
The darkness bears a shine as yet unpunished by clarity
but felt things exist in shadow, let us reflect.

Inside all life seen and felt and all the atomic pieces too
the ample evidence of the sun inside all life
the homing action of geese and wood mice
father, and further, the migration of things.
To toil and to reflect and to home and to paint
to correspond, to be in equanimity with organic stuff
like in the middle of the flower I call your name.
Nothing truer to the good feelings that vibrate within
there might be nothing greater than this
to be in some way related by one’s actions in the world.
O to be useful, of use, to the actual seen thing.

The sun touches deeper than thought
leaves shine in the body and in the head alike
what our fathers called the good, what better celebration.
What the ancients called peace, no clearer example
the broken light refracted through leaves.
That the sun can do this to everything inside
that the sun can do this to us, every one of us
now that the white ray in the distant tree beacons.
Nor is questioning color even useful now
nor to imagine answers would be the only destination
to not be naive and think of silly answers only.
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Of eyes and smiles, of eyes and affection
heal me and grant me laughter’s bounty.
Or if you can indeed hear what I might say
O, dear heaven, if you are indeed that
the leafy vine twisting and choking the tree
this inward spiral of whoop ass and vision.
Or why am I I inside this empty arboretum
saying, who and how am I made better through struggle
nestled into our portion beneath the bird’s migration
that we take our rest at the end of the grove
is this what you intended, Vincent.
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Chateau If, by Peter Gizzi

If love if then if now if the flowers of if the conditional
if of arrows the condition of if

if to say light to inhabit light if to speak if to live, so
if to say it is you if love is if your form is if your waist that

pictures the fluted stem if lavender
if in this field
if I were to say hummingbird it might behave as an

adjective here
if not if the heart’s a flutter if nerves map a city if a city

on fire
if I say myself am I saying myself (if in this instant) as if

the object of your gaze if in a sentence about love you might
write if one day if you would, so

if to say myself if in this instance if to speak as
another—

if only to render if in time and accept if to live now as if
disembodied from the actual handwritten letters m-y-s-e-l-f

if a creature if what you say if only to embroider—a
city that overtakes the city I write.


